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Cost

How much?
You can find a photographer that will shoot and hand
you a DVD at the end of an eight hour day, or you can
find a photographer that spends 40+ hours on each
wedding. For most professionals, the long hours are put
in once the wedding day is over. Discuss your budget
and more importantly know what you are paying for
in its entirety. Remember, these will be your wedding
pictures forever so consider their experience and
artistic perspective in creating those memories.

Style

7

Things to Discuss
When Choosing a

Wedding Photographer

Knowing the differences and what you want
How do you want your story to be told that day? How do you want
your day to be remembered? Do you want your photographer to
help direct you for a more traditional style or are you looking for
more candid’s taking on the photojournalistic approach? If you
have found a photographer whose work you love, find out what
it takes to create those images. Let the photographer know what
you are looking for from the beginning. Knowing what you want is
really important – After all it is your Day!

It is important
that you feel
comfortable with the
photographer and
that their personality
fits with you and
your groom.

Experience

Are they able to deal
with challenges?
How long have they been
photographing weddings, is
this their specialty? Is this
a full time job or a part time
interest? Don’t judge their
work based on a couple of
fabulous shots, professional
photographers will be able
to show you entire weddings
from beginning to end. Don’t
judge quality from images
online, you need to hold large
prints and albums (see more in
the deliverables section). They
shouldn’t look like something
you could make!

Personality

Comfort and Trust

Make sure you meet with the photographer in person!
Wedding photography is unpredictable, spontaneous,
personal and often times intimate. It is important that
you feel comfortable with the photographer and that their
personality fits with you and your groom. You should feel
really comfortable voicing your opinions and discussing
your ideas as well as trusting the photographer’s style and
approach. Trust your instincts.

Deliverables

Know what you are getting from
the beginning to the end!
Always ask to see samples of what you will be receiving.
Ask how many pictures they take on average? How many
photos will you receive? When will you receive your items?
Remember when choosing your photographs to display,
even if you received a DVD with high resolution files to
print, a retouched image ordered from a professional will
always look better…in many cases dramatically better.

Professional Photographer Rui Barros has over ten years of
wedding experience. Rui believes that the bride and groom he
is photographing should enjoy the experience of their day as he
captures their joy, creating everlasting moments.
Rui believes the secret to great customer service is listening to clients
and creating a personalized service based on their needs. His work
blends fine art with traditional photography and photojournalism,
creating a modern style without losing the classics.
For more information about Rui Barros please contact Rui at
703-919-3798 or visit www.RuiBphoto.com.

Collaboration

Working with your
photographer through the
entire process
It is important that you feel confident with
the photographer as you will be working
with this person from pre-planning, to
engagement sessions to the actual day, to
working on print orders and the design of
your wedding album. Discuss the timeline
with your photographer to help get a
better understanding to ensure the best
experience, as this process greatly varies.
It is important that your voice is heard
throughout this process.

Assurances

Write it down and double
check the details
You should get a clear understanding of your
contract. Get every detail in writing, including
the name of who will be photographing
your Wedding day. Make sure it is clear your
photographer has a backup plan in case of
an emergency or illness.

